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difference run through their respective educational establishments from top to
bottom. For centuries the power of the Brahmin in India rested on his mastery of
Sanskrit verses along with the religious and spiritual prerogatives they conveyed; in
China the power of the scholar-administrator rested upon his mastery of the revered
Chinese books which contained the maxims to guide his personal and public conduct
and attested to his right to rule.
The Chinese written characters, representing words and ideas rather more than
the phonetic sounds of oral speech, enabled all who learned the characters to read the
same books and develop a commonality or cohesiveness that tended to overcome the
disparateness of local tongues. Much of this accomplishment resulted from the high
priority given to book learning as the essence of formal education, and to formal
education as the high road to governmental as well as scholarly preferment. All told,
these were monumental advantages in building and maintaining successive large-scale
political empires over long periods of time, despite the pressures to particularism that
constantly beset the vast Chinese mainland. India, meanwhile, was laying the ground-
work for an almost insurmountable linguistic particularism during the many centuries
that it refrained from developing Sanscrit into a common written language.
The dawn of authenticated historical civilization in China is usually assigned to
the Shang Dynasty who ruled in the eastern reaches of the Yellow River Valley in
northern China roughly from 1700 or 1500 B.C. to 1100 or 1000 B.C. Possibly
stimulated by cultural influences from West Asia, including the idea of writing, the
peoples of this region developed city-states, social stratification of classes, rudimentary
political institutions under kingships, a bronze technology, incipient Chinese writing-
and possibly schools to teach the system of writing. The formative period of Chinese
education continued uninterruptedly under the early Chou Dynasty (1122 or 1027
B.C. to 770 B.C.) who came from the west to conquer the Shang peoples and adopt
their culture. The Chou built walled towns and developed a somewhat feudal system
of vassal states, with schools established in the capital cities to teach the boys archery
and charioteering as well as writing and artithmetic. The earliest extant books in
Chinese date from this era.
The florescent period of ancient Chinese education lasted approximately for
1,000 years, beginning with the rise of the eastern Chou Dynasty in the early eighth
century B.C. and lasting roughly to the decline of the first Chinese Empire under the
Later Han Dynasty around 200 A.D. During the 400 years of the Eastern Chou, China
achieved its Golden Age in thought and culture. Despite a cross-hatching of rival states,
there was a discernible growth of centralization of political power, with some ten
states gradually emerging by the sixth century B.C., marked by written codes of law
and increasingly effective bureaucratic and administrative systems based on the spread
of literacy and formal schools. Technologically, China started the period well behind
the Middle East but gradually caught up in a burst of commercial, urban, and
expansionist activity in north China which led to the gradual incorporation of central
and southern China into the orbit of Chinese civilization. Philosophically, this was
China's greatest creative age, when its traditional systems of thought crystallized
around Confucius and Mencius, Taoism, Legalism, and numerous other schools of
thought which influenced Chinese culture and education for centuries.

